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What is Sovereignty ?
• To possess authority 

• Authority is the the right to command and correlatively the right to be obeyed

• Not just authority but a supreme authority 

• Authority is derived from some mutually acknowledged source of  legitimacy

• Sources of  legitimacy could be natural law, a divine mandate, hereditary, a 

constitution, even international law

• In the contemporary era, a body of  law is ubiquitously the source of  sovereignty

• Sovereignty can also be absolute or non-absolute in the scope of  matters over 

which a holder of  authority is sovereign



Sovereignty 2

• Territoriality location within geographic borders

• Even supranational and international institutions have territoriality

• Internal Sovereignty: Autonomy and the ability of  state to make its own rules 

domestically 

• External sovereignty: Recognition of  the state by other states 

• External sovereignty as defined in international law

• Peace of  Westphalia in 1648 based on which interference in other states’ 

governing prerogatives became illegitimate



What is a state?

• A transition from the Middle Ages to a world of  sovereign states following the 

Renaissance

• Authority of  European States was no longer challenged by the Holy Roman 

Empire by Curtailing temporal power of  the Church

• Give to Caesar what is Caesar's, and to God what is God's. Mark 12.17

• Kings and Princes got authority over religion and religious functions

• Important elements of  states existed before the Westphalia

• Dante and Marsilius of  Padua advocated a separation of  temporal and religious 
powers  

• By mid 20th century, end of  European colonialism, the entire earth was covered 
with one type of  entity, i.e. states



State in Global Politics

• State is the only entity with sovereignty 

• State has power

• Power is defined in terms of  military and economic 
strength

• Can raise tax, can employ military apparatus

• Monopoly of  the use of  coercive force 

• Only states are subjects and agents of  international law



Westphalia politics

• Sovereignty: within its borders the sate or government has an entitlement to 

supreme, unqualified and exclusive political and legal authority

• Territoriality: Humankind is organized into exclusive territorial (political) 

communities with fixed borders

• Autonomy: the principle of  self-determination or self-governance considers 

countries as autonomous in the fiends of  political, social, and economic 

activities, fixed borders separate the domestic sphere from the world outside.



Post-Westphalia politics
• Sovereignty: the authority of  and entitlement of  government to rule within their 

territories is being transformed. Sovereignty today is understood as the shared 
exercise of  political power and authority by national, regional and global 
authorities

• Territoriality: Borders and territory still remain significant but under new 
conditions of  globalization a new geography of  political organization and 
political power is emerging that transcendent territories and borders

• State Autonomy: more interdependent world, government are now forced to 
engage in extensive multilateral collaboration and cooperation. As a results states 
are not forced to implement better public policies and meet their citizen’s 
demands. State autonomy is compromised in several aspects, global security, drug 
trade, environmental issues etc.



Evidences of  Globalization

• Global Financial Crisis of  2008

• Global terrorism and Europe’s terrorist attacks in 2015

• Arab Spring in 2011

• Global climate change ex. Paris COP 21

• Transnational corporations, more than 1/3 of  world products are produced 

among nations

• Proliferation of  International Organizations and NGOs

• Explosion in global tourism (600 million tourists/year)



Defining Globalization

• Intensification of  worldwide social relations which link 

distant localities in such a way that local happenings are 

shared by events occurring many miles away (Giddens 

1990)

• The integration of  the world economy (Gilpin 2001)

• De-territorialisation or the growth of  supraterritorial

relations between people (Scholte 2000)

• Time-space compression (Harvey 1989)



Engines of  Globalization

• Technology: Modern technological means of  

communications and global interaction

• Economics: economic logic of  globalization. Global 

capitalism, demand for new market and cheaper labour, 

demand for access to raw material

• Politics: ideas, interests, power struggles, promotions of  

universal values 



Domains of  Globalization
• Economic: patters of  worldwide trade, finance and production are creating 

global markets and single global economy

• Security: Terrorism, Weapons of  Mass Destruction, transnational military 
cooperation etc

• Legal: transnational and international law, principles of  universal human rights, 
International Criminal Court etc.

• Ecological: shared environmental concerns and cooperation

• Cultural: complex mix of  homogenization and also heterogeneity promoted by 
global media and means of  communication

• Social: patterns of  migration from South to North and from East to West has 
turned into a major global issue 



Sceptical Views on Globalization

• By Comparison to the period 1870-1914 the world is less globalized, economically, 
politically and culturally

• Geopolitics, regionalism and internationalization are more important nowadays 
than globalization 

• The main part of  globalization is happening in OECD

• World’s poor countries are much less globalized now compared to the era of  
European Empires

• State power, nationalism and territorial boundaries are growing

• Globalization is a self-serving myth to cover the global hegemony of  the western 
capitalism, US in particular



Case Studies
• Global Financial Crisis: initially tended to reinforce nationalist and protectionist 

politics and also showed that main policies must be implemented at national levels,  
but it also proved to be a driving engine for closer collaboration and even deeper 
integration of  the global economic and financial systems – practices of  Rating 
Agencies

• Global Terrorism: atrocious attacks in France, Belgium, and Germany while 
reinforced nationalist and exclusionist sentiments across the globe, showed that the 
terrorism is a global issue that could not be combatted in isolation 

• Large scale immigration to Europe in recent years produced similar protectionist 
waves of  politics in Europe with backlashes that still is ongoing in several 
European countries.

• Role of  IOs: UN, Security Council, ICC, ICJ, NGOs, ME Conflicts 



Waves of  Globalization
• Globalization of  very complex, and uneven pattern

• Different levels of  globalization with regard to different domains of  

globalization

• Several distinct waves of  globalization could be identified:

I. Age of  Discovery (1450-1850)

II. Entrenchment of  European Empires (1850-1945)

III. Contemporary Globalization (1960- on) expansion of  global means of  

communication and technology, also the shift of  economic power from 

West to East


